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TREE CARE EXPERT TEAM

Getting creative at Fallbrook artists’ retreats and workshops
by Sandra Shrader

F

or decades Fallbrook has been a
place where people have found
their creative voices, and many local
workshops and retreats are continuing to
keep the art dialogue lively.
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Traditionally, since 1997 the nonprofit
Fallbrook School of the Arts draws
students of all ages, from creative novice
to accomplished artist, and the campus’
curriculum has included a variety of
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different artistic fields including ceramics, photography, fine art,
and other creative pursuits.
But sometimes painters, sculptors, writers and other artists
want longer stays to hone their art skills, places to withdraw from
the hustle of daily life—whether for three hours or three days—
and nourish their imagination.

The Green Art House

The Green Art House, located at Pala Mesa Resort, 2001 Old
Highway 395 in Fallbrook offers art classes and, because the
art facility is on site at the resort, art students who want take
workshops for two- to three-days can stay at the resort, Richard
Stergulz and Leslie Sweetland, instructors and officials at The
Green Art House, said.
“It works out very well for people who plan to take our classes
or attend the workshops,” Stergulz said, adding that the resort
has more than 130 rooms and a restaurant.
The nonprofit, ecology-friendly arts school, which is located at
the end of the golf resort’s driving range, offers adult and youth
classes in painting, sculpting and other media, as well as featuring
pre-eminent Western artists Thomas Blackshear and Alfredo
Rodriguez in workshops.
For more information, visit www.thegreenarthouse.org.
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Hidden Forest Art Gallery

“

I saw a need for a place where artists could go to clear out the clutter of everyday life,
where they could get in touch with nature.
– Julia S. Rasor, retreat director

”

Hidden Forest Art Gallery doesn’t offer artists’ retreats at this
time, but the gallery, with all its large and lush paintings by artist
Gamini Ratnavira of wild animals, tropical birds and green rain
forests, it certainly looks like an exotic retreat.
Workshops by Ratnavira, renowned wildlife artist, animal
conservationist and world traveler, however, are held at the
gallery at least once a month, according to Lisa Ratnavira.
The workshops are limited to eight to 10 people, and ages
usually range from 16 to 60 years of age.
The paint medium of choice at Ratnavira’s classes is Turner

acryl gouache, a fast drying, matte acrylic paint that provides
opaque brilliance, and can be applied to almost any substrate,
making it more versatile than traditional acrylic paints. And
it shows the brilliant colors associated with the wild flora and
fauna of Ratnavira’s subjects.
Hidden Forest Art Gallery is located at 1492 Via Monserate in
Fallbrook. For more information, visits www.gaminiratnavira.
com. For information about workshops, visit www.facebook.
com/HiddenForestArtGallery.
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San Diego Artist Retreat
San Diego Artist Retreat, located on a rural mountaintop in the
midst of a Fallbrook avocado ranch, provides for a personalized
“art immersion experience,” according to the retreat’s director
Julia S. Rasor, a professional and award-winning figurative
sculptor.
“I saw a need for a place where artists could go to clear out
the clutter of everyday life, where they could get in touch with
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nature,” Rasor said.
The retreat offers a casita for rent, along with a studio space,
for independent study programs, usually between one week to
three months. Also available are one-on-one private workshops
and group workshops for sculpture in various mediums, drawing
and plein air art, held daily in the afternoon.
For more information visit www.fineartsculpt.com.
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